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The Padua-trained medical doctor Hartmann Schedel (1440–1514) of Nuremberg is today perhaps best known for his Liber Chronicarum, printed in Latin and German (Weltchronik) in 1493 with an ambitious programme of xylographies. Thanks to his well-spent study years in Padua (1463–1466), he also played an important role in the dissemination of Italian humanism north of the Alps, as witnessed, for example, by his collection of inscriptions and transcription of part of the first book of Poggio Bracciolini’s De varietate fortunae contained in the ms. entitled Liber antiquitatum cum epitaphiis (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 13). The research for this article was financed by the Academy of Finland and University of Jyväskylä project no. 267518 Transmission of Knowledge in the Late Middle Ages and the Renaissance (2013–2017). I have the pleasure of thanking the staff of the MSS reading room of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (= BSB), Munich, for excellent working conditions in March and July 2014. Thanks also to Stefania Fortuna (Ancona/Recanati), who provided important insights on Galenic texts and great fun in June 2014, and to Elizabeth Peterson (Helsinki), who kindly revised my English.

1 The classic account by Wattenbach (1871) is still largely valid for the wealth of information provided by transcriptions from manuscripts. For the most extensive analysis of Schedel’s library, see Stauber (1908). Cf. also: Welten des Wissens, 2014.

2 Hartmann Schedel spent the years 1463 to 1466 at the university of Padua, and was taught by, among others, Matteo Boldiero, whose lectures were attended in the same period also by Conrad Schelling of Heidelberg (c. 1432–1514), who was to be Schedel’s colleague as personal physician to Elector Palatine Philip, Duke of Bavaria (c. 1476–1508), see Merisalo (2006, 497, 502). Schedel’s autograph Munich, BSB, clm 13, f. 17v has a portrait and an epitaph to Boldiero, and on f. 129v a colophon referring to him as preceptor mei amantissimus.

3 Worstbrock (2005, 290) characterises it as the most important monument to printed graphics before Dürer. For an analysis of the production process, see Reske (2000). For the palaeography of the Weltchronik, see Koch (2010, 365–384). Thanks to Nataša Golob (University of Ljubljana) for drawing my attention to this article. For Schedel’s own copy of the Latin text, Munich, BSB, Rar. 287, http://dfg-viewer.de/show/?set%5Bmets%5D=http%3A%2F%2Fdaten.digitale-sammlungen.de%2FpTh%2FEdb%2Fmets%2Fbsb00034024_mets.xml.

4 According to Worstbrock (2005b, 327 n. 54), Schedel’s pre-existing interest in inscriptions was remarkably intensified from the beginning of his stay in Padua. This should not surprise, considering the general antiquarian interests and epigraphical studies of the circle of Giovanni Marcanova (d. 1467), with Andrea Mantegna and the scribe Felice Feliciano in the 1450s and 1460s, see e.g. Gionta (2007).
the Latin speeches of Demetrius Chalcondylas, whose lectures he attended at Padua (Clm 28128, Illustrations: 1, 2), and the *Erotemata grammaticalia* of Manuel Moschopoulos in Greek (Munich, BSB, cod. gr. 253). His rich library, consisting of manuscripts, both autographs and written by others, and printed books, was bought from his grandson, Melchior Schedel, by Hans Jakob Fugger of Augsburg (1531–1598) in 1552. Fugger’s library was passed to the Bavarian Court Library in 1571.

This article details one of the autograph manuscripts, the clm 490, containing medical texts, from the points of view of palaeography, codicology and cultural history.

The organisation of Schedel’s library

Two extensive thematically arranged catalogues of the library have been preserved, in Schedel’s autograph manuscript, BSB, clm 263, f. 126–160, after 1498 and c. 1507 (entitled A by Ruf, who republished the list), and in the sixteenth-century copy of the Schedel family book, Berlin, SBB-PK, fol. 447, f. 255v–257 (entitled B by Ruf, who gave a full edition). In addition, two fragments, entitled C by Ruf, retrieved from BSB, 2° Inc. c.a. 1487 (GW 09704) and D, secured from BSB, clm 319, provide some additional information on the library.


8 On the library, see Stauber (1908); Worstbrock (2005, 290). Some of the books had belonged to Hartmann’s cousin Hermann Schedel (1410–1485), M.D. Pad. and city doctor of Augsburg (see below), Stauber (1908, 12). One of these manuscripts is clm 207, mainly written by Hermann during his stay in Padua in the 1440s, completed and decorated by Hartmann.

9 Stauber (1908, 146); Schneider (1984, 409). The Schedel heirs had presumably, in breach with Hartmann’s testamentary dispositions, sold some volumes even before 1552. In Stauber’s estimation the Schedel volumes present at the Bavarian State Library in his time represented approximately the half of the original collection (Stauber, 1908, 147). For Hans Jakob Fugger’s library, see Kellenbenz (1980, 89).


11 Thanks to Eef Overgaauw (Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz) for facilitating the consultation of the Berlin ms. in April 2014. While the Berlin catalogue, covering the works present in the first part of the Munich catalogue, is divided in the same thematical sections as the Munich ms., the order of the works vary, and each catalogue contains works absent in the other one, as shown by Stauber 103, who presents an edition of the Munich catalogue, annotated with regard to the Berlin catalogue, on pp. 103–145.

12 Edition of the lists entitled A and B in Ruf (1939, 807–839). A further copy of the family book is in private ownership (thanks to Eef Overgaauw for the information).

13 For the fragments, see Ruf (1939, 806–807).
Illustration 1: Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, clm 28128, fol. 2r: Schedel's alf'antica hand and arms; (©) BSB, Digitalisierungszentrum.

Illustration 2: Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, clm 28128, fol. 10v: Schedel's colophon: Scripsi Ego hartma(n)nus Schedel de Nuremberga artiu(m) cu(m) medici(n)e doctor patauin(us) In primordio studii de manu prefati greci. dum Initia l(itte)rar(um) grecar(um) edocuit; Laus deo; (©) BSB, Digitalisierungszentrum.
Schedel's library was studied by F. J. Worstbrock some twenty years ago. On examining the published book lists he came to the conclusion that the works are listed according to the hierarchy of university faculties in rising order, from *artes* through medicine and law to theology, with humanist studies (*ars humanitatis*) placed after *artes*. Most of the volumes bear Schedel's hand-written ex-libris, which takes slightly different forms, e.g. LIBER.DOCTORIS.HARTMANNIS.CHEDEL. DE NUeREMBERGA (Munich, BSB, cod. gr. 253, front pastedown). In clm 207 (see above n. 8), mainly written by Hermann Schedel but completed and refinished by Hartmann after the death of his cousin; the latter explains the rationale of the library:

clm 207, f. 3 modern: Int(er) quos [= students of Antonio Cermisono, Hermann’s influential teacher at Padua] non infimo ingenio ac solercia excellit Solertissim(us) artiu(m) et medicine doctor Herman(us) Schedel patruus meus Qui prescripta et sequencia consilia / partim ex ore suo / partim p(ost) suum obitum diligentissime collegit Et ista consilia p(er) manu(m) suum scripta / ex ordinacione sui testame(n)ti Aput me hartma(n)nu(m) Schedel doctorem patruu(m) suum et liberos sue familie p(er)manere disposit Qua(m)obrem meliori ornatu ac decore cum prologo ac p(re)missis ornare decrevi : ut sua accurata diligencia ceteris nocior Et ad salutem a(n)i(m)e sue memoria uberior fieri possit.

The library was indeed meant to be a family heirloom, according to Hermann’s testament. Hartmann contributes to the commemorative dimension by adding lustre to Hermann’s manuscript, through which operation future readers will be able to appreciate even more the latter’s *accurata diligencia*. The *memoria uberior* will also contribute to the salvation of Hermann’s soul. The common project is clearly announced by the presence of both men’s ex-libris on the front pastedown of the manuscript: Hermann’s *C Iste liber est m(agist)ri Hermanni Schedel de Nuremberga* is accompanied by Hartmann’s LIBER. DOCTORIS. HARTMANNI. SCHEDEL. DE NVoREMBERGA.:

---


15 Worstbrock (2005, 295). The author convincingly polemicizes against earlier interpretations (e.g. Milde, 1984, 19–31) according to which Schedel’s order would reflect the triumph of humanist studies over theology.
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 490

Description.\textsuperscript{16}

Paper, 21.0 x 16.7 (15.1 x 9.0), long lines, 0.7, Schedel's own foliation 4-227 (f. 227 being the rear pastedown). Quires: I-4(-2) II-8+2 III-10+1 IV-X-10 XI-10-1 XII-8 XIII-XV-10 XVI-10+3 XVII-XXIII-10 XXIV-6-1. On f. 8, top margin: \textit{IC. XC} (= \textit{Iesus Christos}), typical of Hartmann's autographs. Gold-enhanced initial, floral letter and marginal decoration; Schedel's arms in the lower margin, with floral decoration.

Contents


16 A summary description in Halm, von Laubmann, Meyer (1892, 138, \textit{ad} 490). In the following, the asterisk marks the beginning and the end of the use of red ink.

17 F. 19v: C 1488. H.S. C *Perscripsi hos libros Galieni et aliquos sequentes ego hartma(n)nus Schedel artium et medici(n)e doctor In Rure fundi Rentze(n)hoff . Tempore autumpnali du(m) aucupio operam dedi. :-

18 Contrary to the lives of Averroes and Gentile da Foligno (see below notes 28 and 31), the text differs considerably from that in the \textit{Liber Chronicarum} (copies consulted: Munich, BSB, Rar. 287, GW M40784, Nurembergae 1493, f. 113; 2 Inc. c.a. 3536 n., GW M40786, Augustae 1497, f. 125va-b).

19 F. 78: H.S. 1488. C LAVS DEO.

20 F 128: 1490 :-

21 F. 133: C DEO LAVS. 1490. H.S. :-

22 F. 155v: *C* LAVS DEO. C .H.S.D. - : 1503, :-

23 Galba + Berlin 1–34, see Merisalo (2013, 934).

24 F. 163: C C .LAVS DEO:- .H.S:-:1490,---,
f. 156–163 Galen, *De heresibus modernorum medicorum*; seventh codicological unit (1489);25 f. 165v *De vita et operibus Averrois*; seventh codicological unit (1488);26 f. 195v Life of Gentile da Foligno of Perugia;27 f. 196–205 Sermo *ad Rec(om)mendac(i)o(ne)(m) artium et medicine pro pri(n)cipio studij*; f. 205v–210 Sermo *pro quodam doctorando* (compiler, place and date, f. 210: Paulus, Padua 16 March 1386); eighth codicological unit (1488):28 f. 215–218v sermon beginning *IOHANNES.LABORAVIT* (compiler, place and date, f. 218v: Paulus, Padua 10 August 1385); ninth codicological unit (1488):29 a fragmentary sermon on Avicenna, Canon, f. 1, chap. on anatomy of muscles; two other sermons by Gentile da Foligno (d. 1348).30

**Scripsi ego Hartmannus Schedel**

The manuscript begins with a list of contents covering the Galenic section on ff. 4–5. The layout and colouring are identical to those encountered, for example, in

---

25 F. 184v: *Laus deo* ; C *Scripsi hartma(n)nus Schedel medicine doctor. Anno do(min)I Mcccclxxxix. Nure(m)berge*.

26 The text is largely identical to that of the *Liber chronicarum* (*LC*), ed. 1493 f. 202 (= *LC*93) and ed. 1497 (= *LC*97) f. 225va (the variants of the latter in brackets). Cam 490 f. 165v: AVerrois [q(u)oq(ue) *add. LC* medicus cognomento Co(m)mentator : philosophus quidem [et ip(s)e *add. LC*] clarissimus [vacat *LC*] apud Cordubam(m) hispanic [hyspanie *LC*97] vrbem hoc tempore sc(dicet) 1150 [sc. 1150 vacat *LC*] (ut ex libro eius qui de celo tractat habetur) floruit. [Fuit enim] a nat(iui)rate (christi) an(no) M.cl vt asserit (con)ciliator. et egidi(us) ro(manus) in suis q(u)otlib(et) [q(u)otlibetis *LC*93]. q. de vnitate et(nel)lec(tus). dicit se vidisse filios auerroer in curia friderici imp(eratoris) *add. LC* Et multa [E. m. > Multa aute(r) in o(nn)es Aristotelis [arestotil(is) *LC*] libros scripsit ; ut Co(m)mentmensio co(m)mentatoris LC cognomentum promeruerit : Dein(de) de substancia orbis. [de tiriaca *LC* et de Sectis compon(uit).[e.d.s.c. vacat *LC*] Librumque [libr(um) q(u)o(que) *LC* pulchr(um) de medicina collegit [colliget appellatu(m) LC]. Atq(ue) de Tyriaca: et de *:-*diluuys [Atq(ue) --- diluuys vacat *LC*] ac alia multa [alia add. *LC*7 eddit. Auicenne eni(m) medic(um) [e.m. > t(ame)n ac medicor(um) *LC*7 emulsi et inimicissimus [et i. > dictus *LC* fuit. Consequently, here, as in the other lives, Hartmann elaborated on the shorter text for the *Liber chronicarum*.

27 F. 210: H.S. 1488.

28 Again, a text largely identical to that of the *LC*93 f. 224 and *LC*97 f. 252 (same conventions as above): GENTILIS.DE FVLGINEO.PERVERSIN(VS)[G.D.E.P. > Gentilis medic(us). *LC* C Gentilis fulginas [perusin(us) *add. LC*] prestabilis sapiencie medic(us) hoc ipso t(em)pore sc(dicet) M CCC XIX. precedencui(m) medicor(um) [s(dicet) --- medicor(um) > duoi p(er)teri medici *LC*] non inferioris ingen[y] [ingenij *LC*] aut fame fuit : Q(uod) potissimum etius accuratissimi co(m)mentarii In quinque *vacat *LC* Auicenne libris testimonium perhibent. [fuit eni(m) subtilissim(us) rimus verbor(um) auice(n)me. *LC*7 Hic etia(m) p(re)ter predictos co(m)mentarios [(con)silia varia etia(m) *LC* add. LC] Con(tra) pestem [libr(um) *LC*7 compon(uit) Ac questio(ne)(m) de gradib(us) medicinar(um) [ac alias add. *LC*7 subtilissima(m) [subtilissimas *LC*7 disputauit.

29 F. 218v: *H.X. 1488. :-*.

30 F. 223v: C *Finint Sermones generales subtilissi(mi) doctoris. Gen<ti>lis de fulgineo pro pr(i)n(cio stud) et pro doctorand(is) ac inicys libror(um) . (et) p(er) paulu(m) riet(erium[?]) collecte C *Scripsi ego hartma(n)nus Schedel artiu(m) (et) me(dici)ne doctor. Anno d(omi)ni .1488.o In-Nure(m)(berg)a. .

31 F. 223v: C *Scripsi ego hartma(n)nus Schedel artiu(m) (et) me(dici)ne doctor. Anno d(omi)ni .1488. o In-Nure(m)(berg)a.*
Hartmann’s copy of a Galen, which was printed in Venice by Johannes Petri Pincius on 27 August 1490 (Hain *7427, GW10481), and numerous manuscripts of the 1480s, 1490s and 1500s.

Following the collection of Galenic (and pseudo-Galenic) texts, which are mostly works studied by advanced students of medicine since the thirteenth century, are texts by other important medical authorities, Averroes and Gentile da Foligno (d. 1348). Most of the copies are, according to Hartmann’s autograph notes, from 1488 and 1490, with the exception of the fifth codicological unit, which dates from 1503. The three textual sections also contain short biographies, most probably written by Hartmann himself, since apart from the life of Galen, they are repeated almost word for word, with some additions, in the Liber chronicarum published in 1493 (see notes 3, 17 and 26 above). The Gentile section most probably derives from a Paduan manuscript written by a Paulus in 1386 (see above). With these texts bound together, Hartmann acquired a handy volume of central medical texts for his library.

The collection of works by and attributed to Galen in this manuscript is striking, due to the number of Latin translations by Niccolò da Reggio (fl. c. 1308–1345), copies of which are relatively rare (Nutton, 2011, pp. 481–491). Thus, the Galenic treatise De substantia virtutum naturalium, which consists of the two final chapters of De placitis propriis (Galen, 1999), is only preserved in five other manuscripts, with which Schedel’s copy presents but few similarities.

Schedel systematically inserted dates and places of copy in his autograph manuscripts. This is also the case with clm 490, where all units are dated and signed by Schedel. On f. 19v he states:

C Explicit Liber Galieni de substantia virtutum naturalium// 1488//H.S.//Perscripsi hos libros Galieni et aliquos sequentes ego hartma(n)nus Schedel artium et medici(n)e doctor In Rure fundi Rentze(n)hoff . Tempore autemnali du(m) aucupio operam dedi.

In early autographs, such as clm 245 (explicit date: 1459), the hand writing the text on f. 154va, 190–223b, 224a–225v and 298v, 304a–305va, and present in numerous marginal annotations, leaves of additional texts, diagrams, etc., is an upright, very small-format, experienced Gothic cursive. It is most probably Hartmann’s early, pre-Italy hand.

32 Whether this Paulus is identical with the Paulus Riet(eri)us? who, according to the colophon on f. 223v (see n. 30) had “collected” the sermons, is unclear at present.
33 Clm 490 is Nutton’s Nic. i, Galen (1999, 34).
34 Galen (1999, 35): the set of texts is not reduplicated in any other manuscript; the source manuscript is presumably lost.
35 See Merisalo (2012, 103 and n.).
Hartmann's hand in clm 490 may be characterised as a Gothic cursive-based all'antica book script. This type of script would seem to first appear in his manuscripts during his stay in Padua. The all'antica hand remains very stable until the end of his life. The most notable characteristics are the following: 1) the majuscule \( a \) has the form of the Greek alpha; 2) the minuscule \( a \) is cursive, frequently open below; 3) the long \( s \) stays on the baseline, except for the ligature \( st \), where it descends below the line; 4) \( f \) either stays on the baseline or descends very slightly; 5) final \( s \) is round; 6) according to fifteenth-century Gothic cursive usage, \( r \) is normally round even after \( a, e, i, u \), but may be straight even after an \( o \); 7) no diphthongs \( ae \), \( oe \) nor \( e caudata \); 7) use of Uncial \( d \); 8) a very round curve in \( h \), which stays on the baseline. The general appearance of the script is rounded. Initials are typically Gothic (Uncial) majuscules in red and blue with arabesques for larger sections, with simple initials for lower-hierarchy sections. Majuscules are regularly enhanced with red strokes.

As to codicology, Hartmann rules the page in dry point. The ink is most often light to medium light, greyish brown, though dark brown is used for example in clm 490, f. 134–155v.

No specific display script is systematically used for titles in clm 490. On f. 102, 129, 134, 156, 166, 196, 211, 215, 220, 222v; however, capitulis is used for the first line of the text. This script has high \( R \) and \( M \) with middle juncture suspended at half-height of the vertical strokes, a slightly right-leaning \( A \), serifs in some letters (\( I \), vertical stroke of \( R, V, M \)).

Conclusion

It is not an exaggeration to state that Italy changed Hartmann Schedel's life. Following his cousin Hermann's advice, he left for Padua in 1463, where he stayed until 1466, gaining, like so many of his compatriots, the degree of doctor artium et medicine, acquainting himself not only with the latest developments of medicine under such famous masters as Matteo Boldiero but also with Italian humanism, Ancient Greek and epigraphy, which were to remain a life-long interest. During his years in Northern Italy, he seems to have abandoned his very professional Gothic cursive for an easily legible all'antica type of upright script, very different from the Italian antiqua and, for that matter, from the italics that were being developed in the 1450s and 1460s in Northern Italy. This characteristic script was to remain relatively unchanged for the rest of his life. Hartmann inherited the books of his cousin and continued to enrich the library not only by his own autographs and acquired hand-written and printed books but also through upgrading volumes through decoration, including miniatures.

---

36 This non-Gothic usage might be interpreted as Humanist influence.
and especially systematic numbering of leaves, insertion of ex-libris notes and indices. Hartmann’s volumes are thus immediately recognisable through his material presence. Hartmann’s catalogues provide a detailed guide to the organisation of the library that purported to be a valuable family heirloom to pass from generation to generation. Even though Hartmann’s heirs did not share his vision, the collection did not suffer significant dispersion before it was sold to the great bibliophile Hans Jakob Fugger, who, in turn, bequeathed it to the Dukes of Bavaria in 1571. The autograph clm 490 is a characteristic example of Hartmann’s modus operandi, graphical culture and professional interests, an eloquent witness of the penetration of Italian humanism and academic culture as disseminated by one of the numerous Transalpine alumni of the international crossroads constituted by the University of Padua in the Late Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
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The Padua-trained medical doctor Hartmann Schedel (1440–1514) of Nuremberg is today perhaps best known for his Liber Chronicarum, printed in Latin and German (Weltchronik) in 1493 with an ambitious programme of xylographies. Thanks to his well-spent study years in Padua (1463–1466), he also played an important role in the dissemination of Italian humanism north of the Alps, as witnessed, for example, by his important collection of inscriptions and Humanist texts. His rich library, consisting of manuscripts, both autographs and written by others, and printed books, was bought from his family by H. J. Fugger of Augsburg (1531–1598) in 1552. Fugger’s library was passed to the Bavarian Court Library in 1571 and is now housed at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich. This article details one of the autograph manuscripts, the clm 490, containing medical texts. It gives direct access to Hartmann at work on his library, carefully writing out the contents in his all’antica hand, numbering the folios, providing a list of contents, presenting authors in short biographies and, last but not least, scrupulously dating and often localizing the sections copied.
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_Scripsi manu mea_
Hartmann Schedel v Münchnu,
Bavarska državna knjižnica, clm 490

_Ključne besede:_ nemški humanizem, Hartmann Schedel, paleografija, kodikologija, zgodovina knjige